Venue Design

Your Venue
Transformation Experts.
The MAX Venue Design team create spaces that are aesthetically pleasing,
on trend, functional and with a target audience in mind, all whilst
respecting the rich history and traditions of your venue.
With over 50 years of combined experience in interior design,
documentation and all stages of the renovation and redevelopment
process, our focus is to ensure that every square metre of your venue
works to generate profit and provide a return on investment.
Available in Victoria, New South Wales and ACT.

Case Study - Clayton RSL
The Clayton RSL Committee identified that their venue was in urgent need of redevelopment,
in order to provide a warm and welcoming environment for its members, whilst appealing to
young families and attracting casual visitors.
After exploring a number of potential options through various contractors and service
providers without much success, Clayton RSL engaged MAX for fresh ideas and help
developing effective solutions.
By leveraging the existing MAX and RSL partnership, the Clayton RSL Committee engaged the
MAX Venue Design team to discuss their requirements. Through a highly consultative process,
the result was an aesthetically pleasing, seamless, cost-effective transformation, delivered with
minimal disruptions to their daily business.

“By taking our plans to MAX, everything
shifted. They were able to apply expertise
to make sure we transformed in practical
and sustainable ways. It was a whole of
venue transformation, not just focussing on
gaming.”
“I’ve been in the RSL industry for 20 years
and this is the first refurbishment project
I’ve felt confident in.”
Gary Molloy, General Manager – Clayton RSL

Our expertise and
services include:

Interior design service, including mood
boards, spacial planning, interior
documentation and 3D design.

Facilitation of the tender
process and collaboration with
other service providers.

Gaming room EGM layouts,
upgrades and reconfiguration.

Ongoing consultation throughout
the project life cycle, from
implementation to handover.

Furniture, fixtures, finishes and
equipment scheduling.

Food and beverage update.

Interested?
To discuss your venue design requirements,
please contact:
Angela.Bambino@tabcorp.com.au
0418 592 842
www.max.com.au
/maxcomau
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